Directions to Daimler Investor Relations at Group
headquarters, plant Untertürkheim, building 120 at gate 1.
B27

Daimler AG
Investor Relations (FI)
HPC F 342
Mercedesstraße 120
70372 Stuttgart
Gate 1
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By car
From direction Würzburg, Mannheim or Heilbronn:
Take the highway A 81 to exit Zuffenhausen. Then follow the B10 towards “Stuttgart
Zentrum” (city center). Follow the signage “NeckarPark” towards Stuttgart-Bad
Cannstatt. After crossing the river Neckar turn right into Mercedesstraße and follow
the signage to Mercedes-Benz to the vistor registration at gate 1 (Tor 1).
From direction Singen/Karlsruhe:
Take the highway A81/A8 to highway interchange Stuttgart. Proceed on A831/
B14 towards Stuttgart Zentrum (city center). Follow the signage “NeckarPark”
towards Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt. After crossing the river Neckar turn right into
Mercedesstraße and follow the signage to Mercedes-Benz to the vistor registration
at gate 1 (Tor 1).
From direction Munich:
Take the highway A8 until exit Wendlingen. Continue on B313 towards Plochingen.
Close to Wernau change to the B10 in the direction of Stuttgart. Approximately 18 km
later, turn right onto B14 towards S-Bad Cannstatt-Ost and S-Untertürkheim. Then
take the first exit, direction Daimler/Mercedes-Benz and turn left at the traffic light
and at the next traffic light turn left again beneath the B14. Keep left at the junction.
This leads you to the roundabout in front of the visitor registration at the gate 1.
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By rail
From Stuttgart main station:
Take the suburban railway line S1 towards Plochingen/Kirchheim (Teck) until station
“Neckarpark” (Mercedes-Benz-Museum). From there it is a 10 minutes walk to the
visitor registration at gate 1 (Tor 1).
By plane
From Stuttgart airport:
Take the suburban railway line S2 or S3 to the Stuttgart main station. Form there,
take the suburban railway line S1 towards Plochingen/Kirchheim (Teck) until station
“Neckarpark” (Mercedes-Benz-Museum). From there it is a 10 minutes walk to the
visitor registration at gate 1 (Tor 1).
How to find Investor Relations withing the Untertürkheim plant
After you entered the plant premises via gate 1 (Tor 1), take the first entrance into
building 120, which is the first building to your right. Go past the reception to use
the elevators. You will find Investor Relations (FI) on the 4. floor to your left.
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Visitor Parking
At the end of Mercedesstraße at the roundabout, in front of the visitor registration
turn right and immediately make a left into the parking house (for 15 minutes for
your registration). After you registered, drive out of the lot, make a left and enter the
next gateway on your left side into the parking house P4 (for external guests and
employees from other locations). From there, walk 5 minutes past gate 1, and to
building 120.
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With the app “what3words”
Using this app, the following three words will navigate you directly towards gate 1 (Tor 1):
popular.manager.hiding

